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Interrogation of HANS FRANK
By: Lt. Col. Hinkel, 18 September 1945, a.m., Nuremberg

PERSONS IMPLICATED, AND SUBJECTS

1. HANS FRANK
   a. Personal, legal and political history (p.2-5)
   b. Relationship with VON EPP (p.6-8)

2. STREICHER
   a. Radical changes in German law (p.6-8)

CLARIFICATION OF HIS POSITIONS CONNECTED WITH
    LAW FOR THE PARTY OR GOVERNMENT

1. Started as free attorney for Party and its individual members, 1927-1930.
2. Reichsleiter, head of legal section of Party 1930-1942, dismissed by Hitler.
4. Head of Union of National Socialist Jurists, 1929-1942, dismissed by Hitler.
5. Reich Commissar for Unification of Legal Administration throughout Reich
   (May 1933-Dec. 1934).
7. Member of Reichstag, 1930--end.
8. Governor General of Poland, 1939--end.
9. Small jobs: (1) Member of Party Department dealing with investigations (2-5).

RELATIONS WITH VON EPP AND DUTIES AS
    MINISTER OF BAVARIA

Knew him only after 1929: was his chief, as Bavarian Minister of Justice.
Von Epp got him this job in 1938. Duties: Carrying out Reich laws and general
security of legal life. Names as revolutionaries against legal system: Roehm,
Ketzmann, Berckel, Streicher, and Wagner. (6-8)